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Distinguished Guests
Ladies and gentlemen

Good evening. It is my pleasure to attend this dinner hosted by the Singapore
Green Building Council (SGBC), which has done much to promote sustainability
through green building solutions. For a densely populated city state like Singapore,
green buildings are an integral part of our efforts to reduce energy use, waste
generation, pollution and water consumption.

Singapore Green Building Council’s Climate Action Campaign
2

The Government cannot tackle the existential threat of climate change alone.

We need all hands on deck and I am pleased that the SGBC is actively supporting
Singapore’s Year of Climate Action by encouraging our community to adopt
sustainable practices and lifestyles.
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Last month, Minister for the Environment and Water Resources Mr Masagos

Zulkifli, launched the SGBC’s first climate action campaign with the theme
Live.Work.Play.Green to educate Singaporeans on green buildings and do their part
for the environment. I am heartened that the campaign has received more than 3,000
entries for a quiz on green buildings. The campaign has been particularly effective in
reaching young people, with 41 per cent of the entries submitted by youths. I
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understand that the SGBC had encouraged everyone here to make a climate action
pledge earlier. Collectively, these pledges represent Singapore’s commitment to
climate action. I encourage all of you to make an organisational pledge and share the
greenbuildings.sg website with your family and friends to learn more about green
buildings.

Benefits of Green Buildings
4

The Live.Work.Play.Green campaign highlights the symbiotic relationship

between human health and the built and natural environment. Buildings account for
about a quarter of Singapore’s carbon emissions, and we spend more than 90 per cent
of our time in buildings. Greener buildings provide multiple benefits. Research has
consistently shown that living, working and playing in a green and less pollutive
environment lead to improved health and well-being, as well as increased productivity.

5

By conserving the use of resources, and adopting energy-efficient features or

renewable energy, green buildings are not only environmentally-friendly, but also help
to lower costs. SGBC will step up efforts to encourage building tenants to achieve
greener and healthier workplaces by having a good indoor environment, setting
environmental performance targets, and enacting energy action plans. I hope that
more organisations will create workplaces that are greener and healthier for their
employees.

Co-Ownership in the Sustainable Singapore Movement
6

The SGBC Secretariat will be working with the Building and Construction

Authority (BCA) on the Green Mark certifications. This will help the SGBC to develop
stronger green building competencies as well as gain insights into the green building
industry to better support their members. I hope their collaboration on this
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certification programme will promote co-ownership of our Sustainable Singapore
Movement.
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The window of opportunity to limit global warming to below two degrees is

closing. The climate action efforts by partners such as the SGBC will keep up the
momentum for climate mitigation and bring us closer to a sustainable future.

8

Thank you for being part of our journey towards a sustainable Singapore, and

have a good evening ahead.
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